Polycional Human DDR1 raised in Goat - Antibody RES969

Antibody Information

Antibody ID: AB2541
Antigen: DDR1 (NCBI Gene ID: 780)
Type: Polyclonal
Isotype: Not Applicable
Immunogen Source: Purified Protein
Raised In: Goat
Peptide: Not provided
Source of Antigen: Human
Cross Reacts With: Mouse, Human
Affinity Purified: Affinity Purified
Purity Details: Not provided
Positive Control: Mouse e15.5 pancreas

Applications and Uses

Application | Concentration | Storage Buffer | Protocols and Description
--- | --- | --- | ---
IHC-Fr | 1:150, TSA | PBS | Description: For IHC Protocols:

Associated Images

Image 1

Description: Mouse e15.5 pancreas with Goat a-DDR1 (red) and Nkx6.1 (green).
Reference: Jacob Hald, Hagedorn Research Institute

Repositories

R&D Systems

Stock #: AF2396
Availability Notes: Not provided

Contact Information

Preferred Contact

Name | R&D Systems
--- | ---
Institution | Not provided
Phone | 1-800-343-7475
Email | info@bio-techne.com

Associated Publications


Access Status

This resource is publicly viewable.
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BCBC
No matching resources

Other Consortia
No matching resources
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